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EDITORIAL

For three years, since March 1 'i, the
annual subscription to this magazine has been
£l.l6s. -d. in Great Britain and #5.00 in U.S.A
In this day and age of inflation, and with the
prices of other magazines going up at regular
intervals, it is not bad -oing to have so held
the price of this magazine steady for three
years. Particularly, this is the- case when the
cost oi" printing has increased by V;. over
the list 1u month., and on top of that, now comes
an increase in the postage rates. Perforce,
with decimalisation rearing its head, the price
had to be revised in this issue anyway so it
seems a reasonable if reluctant opportunity to
bring the subscription rates of ..arg&mer's
Newsletter up to an economic level. -.yen so,
when costing ths magazine it would be necess r./
to more than double its price if I wanted to make
hour as I do from my physiotherapy clinic and wri-

same

book

r/ith effect from now, the annual subscription rates for this magazine will be
j2.10p .U.d.A. #5-50). Overseas subscribers paying by cheque must include nn extra
30 cents (12np) to cover the increased bank, handling charger.. Individual co ies of
Jargamer's Newsletter will cost l3np 3s.6d.) including postage.

All current subscriptions will be honoured - even if you have only paid at the
old rate within the last week or so you will continue to receive the contracted number
of bargainer's Newsletters until the end of your normal subscription period.

.. few days ago I received a very long and detailed letter from a group of ..•ell
... own wargamers in U.S.A. in which they made me a proposition to spend the month of
October 1971 travelling ..round ..nierica attending ^argai.ios Conventions and renerallv
publicisin,; the hobby - with all expenses p.-id! It is very heart-warming x.o kno,.
that they feel such a venture to be worthwhile and, even if I am unable to accept
their offer because of business and domestic commitments in Sritain, i would like to
go on.record as saying that :aore than appreciating their sur- estion, I am overwhelmed
by it!

Full rage
Half Pago

DON l'";Srt-eu>:;{.

2.10 in the United kingdom: (verseas 12.25 Wj.'jQ in U.S.A. and Canada).

^'Li-jTi••!:••••> -i-^s IN THI; H.,QA .INS

ib.00 (/io.uO). Quarter Page ... £1.50 (#4.00)
'-3.00(^0.00). ,i. hth Page ... 75np. (#2.00)

Classified adverts Inp (2 cents) per word.



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

./'HAT DO you KNO.* ABOUT....?

RASCO-PRUS33 :/AR 1370-1371

This was the third of the wars which Bismarck

Napolieon III was deliberately provoked to make war.
mobilization scheme, far less a coherent strategic
array met with nothing but disaster. ./issenbourg, .1
la-Tour and Gravelotte; everywhere the Prussians we
of the declaration of war (15 July 1870) 80,000 men
second L'mpire had fallen. The third Republic fough
was invested and held out from 20 September until 2
Bazaine and 170,000 men had surrendered on 27 Octob
I was proclaimed imperor of Germany in the Hall of
was followed by the Commune which was suppressed by
week that quite eclipsed the reirn of terror of kob
20,000 Communards died, for the most part summarily

fought to forge a German Smpire
But the French had no proper

plan and their renowned regular
orth, Spicheren, Colombey, liars-
re successful. rfithin six weeks
had surrendered at Sedan and the

t on under Leon Gambetta. Paris

January 1871. At Metz, Marshal
or. On 18 January, king Jilhelm
irrors at Versailles. The war

Thiers' Government in a bloody

espierre's day. Mot less than
executed.

At the peace Sismarck took Metz and the province of Alsace and Lorraine from
France, thus ensuring that her quarrel with Germany should be perpetuated. It was
the most serious error of his long and successful career.

The astounding victory of 1870 left every good German confident that nothing was
impossible to his heroic, disciplined, industrious nation.

00O00

"I \-ould like to commend your approach to the hobby, i.e. that it is a game and
not a recreation of actual warfare. 1 like to think that I

the pressures of everyday life and only by making it a game
this. "he antics of rule benders and loophole spotters, to me, spoils the whole
object of the pastime."

Ian 'i'. Price LL.3.

wargame as a release from
do I think that I can do

00O00

1.0 greater feat of arms is told,
Or found on his fry's page enrolled
i'han .;olfe's before Quebec.
Upon a dark September night,
His troops debarked, he scaled the height
Jy steep and narrow paths.

By break of day the heights were gained,
And quite amazed, Montcalm now strained
His utmost to repel.

fiercely fought,
was bought

ed.

ized, in flight
left to right,

They run they
run"

faint ly come

"Dach foot of ground was

No point was yielded but
.v'ith blood like water sh

At length, with panic se
,nhe French gave way from
And havoc fell on all.

..olfe hears the words, "

which on the breeze now

And rouse from lethargy.

00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH

Green blotting paper, if cut into strips about 2'-3" wide and then soaked in
water makes good hedges. The wet paper is moulded by hand into a long narrow leng
of sodden hedge and then is allowed to dry. /hen dry it can be stuck o"
card and painted various other shades of greens and dashes of brown. I

gth
n strips of
have found

this to be very successful.

A. oheppard.

00O00

At Inkerman, the Guards and 4th Division came up to stiffen Pennefather. It was
at this period that the gallant general made a famous reply to General Cathcart, who
had asked where he could give best assistance. "Get in anywhere," cried Fennefather;
"there's lots of fighting going on all round."

00O00

"Articles on conversion are very interesting, but nobody seems to use bees-wax
as we do. The only disadvantage of using bees-wax is that you cannot stand figures
near heat.

Philip Van .7yke of South Africa.



THEORIES ON WARGAMING - THE ZULU WAR 1879

by

D. B. Clarke

For various reasons the idea of re-fighting the Zulu War has stayed as a future
project but after seeing "Zulu" again for the umpteenth time or being tired of my
W.W.II set up, my thoughts wander to those dark hordes running across the Veldt,
their hide shields, nodding plumes and the small detachments of redcoats awaiting
them below the koppie.

'The Washing of the Spears' (12s.6d. in paperback!) provides a wealth of detail,
some of which I hope to reproduce here along with a few of my own ideas in an attempt
to arouse enthusiasm in this interesting war.

Soldiers for the wargame armies are readily available as metal 20mm solids
whilst Airfix W.W.I Germans (minus spike on helmet) can be turned into excellent
British infantry; W.W.I Americans plus a Gatling gun appear as the Naval Brigade (6
strong in my scale of 1/30, allowing regiments of 6 companies, J> per coy, and 2
officers per regiment). Zulus can be converted from the Airfix Tarzan set which pro
vides 12 warriors - the eight standard natives. The top halves of the drummers and
the canoeist I have attached to the lower halves of Robin Hood peasants. With added
shields and rifles in their hands this produces three pretty reasonable Zulu rifle
men. Take the hand holding the paddle from the canoeist (which looks amazingly like
a stabbing assegai) then remove that silly little knife from Tarzan and replace it
with the paddle and add a shield. Hey presto! A very convenient tall Zulu for use
as Induna. The small 'boy' from the set can be painted up as an Indibbi boy,
attached to the Zulu regiment. The 'white hunters' become Boers or active Wagon
drivers in defence of their charges (from Airfix Wagon Train of course!) and the
Zebra becomes a mule.

One of the first problems a wargamer faces in this period is that of organisa
tion, not difficult for the British but for native levies (seemingly about as much
use as Mediaeval peasantry!) it is more difficult. About six battalions of varying
strengths were originally formed; all seemed to have been larger than the British
battalion, so I averaged their strength at about 30 officers and men. These natives
were almost useless except for scouting and pursuit because they were given no guns
and had to protect themselves with their own odd assortment of weaponry which they
knew from past experience to be pretty useless against the highly trained Zulus.

Cavalry figured largely in the campaign, harassing Zulu Impis and scouting. Re
cruited from various localities and commanded by local "squires", they were armed with
carbines that were highly ineffective when fired from a horse so that they had to get,
on foot, to within rifle range of the Zulus to be effective.

I include one gun on the table for every battery; at long range it was not very
effective (perhaps due to the rapid movement of the enemy) but at close range the
effects were considerable against the massed Zulus. Gatling guns seem to have beer,
used to a certain extent.

Last but not least there is the train consisting of engineer units, medical
~„ctions, signals, supply. All can be reproduced, each with its' little wagon in
attendance - two wagons to every Imperial battalion, one for supplies and the other
for ammunition. For a Native battalion - one wagon for supplies; One for every
battery and service unit, with a section of mules (2) to every independent mounted
infantry group.

For the last word in realism a herd of about 20 or so cattle should accompany
the column.

Each Zulu regiment had its own distinctive dress. In "The Washing of the Spears''
only three of the regiments (Uthulwana, Udloko and the inDlu-yengwe) are described in
detail. The Zulu method of war is well known to any who have seen "Zulu", with the
horned outflanking movement, rather like that of Hannibal at Cannae. This method
worked well if the enemy was caught out in the open, as at Isandlwana but when the
Zulus tried it at Kambula, Gingindlovu and Ulundi it had rather less success. The
Zulus, although they were improving towards the end, appeared to have little aptitude
for the rifle although it seems that almost every Zulu had one. This must be reflect
ed in the rules.

se
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Campaigning and Battle Rules.

Obtain a contemporary map (as supplied in Washing of the Spears or Battles of
the 19th Century Vol.1 for example). Roads seem to disappear at the border with
Zululand, presenting immediate problems for the invading columns supply trains, but
the rivers are liberally sprinkled with crossing places (drifts), that most arms ex
cept the Artillery and transport can easily negotiate.

Weather will play a virtually negative part in the campaign as the invasions
occurred in the dry season and I can find little reference to the progress of the
columns being held up by rainstorms.

Movement falls into four categories i) Movement of the main columns; ii) Move
ment of scouting parties of horsemen or horsemen mixed with Natal Kaffir levies;
iii) Movement of the Zulu impis; iv) river crossings.

i) The Main Columns - Donald Morris estimated that the average movement of a column
would be about six miles a day and I do not see why this should not be accepted at
face value with, pe.haps, an allowance made if the 6 miles takes it to within, say,
a mile of the nearest river, in which case the column would logically push on to it.
Large rivers such as the Buffalo, Omhlatiai,White Umvolosi and Pongola would need
bridging or the setting up of punt (requiring about a days work). The column can
march across the bridge at a normal days pace or cross on punts (Company, 'Wagon,
Caisson, Team or section of mules or oxen at a time) per quarter of an hour.

ii) Scouting parties. If composed entirely of cavalry they can scout as much as 25
miles ahead of the column and report back in the same day. For a column consisting
of mounted volunteers and Natal Kaffirs a days round trip cannot be more than about
15 miles. Cavalry can push on as fast as the Zulu impi if on a continuous patrol
such as those expeditions led by Buller and Wood.

iii) Zulu impi. The Zulu impi could move at 50 miles a day and although this pace
could not be kept up over a prolonged period, a lesser move can be calculated by
working the Zulu battlefield walk move backwards to arrive at a lesser pace. The
Zulu strength lay mainly in its mobility, which the Imperial, columns could not emu
late, tied as they were to their wagon trains. The virtue of Zulu mobility was also,
in a way, a vice because the large Zulu impis (up to 20,000 strong) had to keep on
the move in order to feed themselves off the kraals. The Zulu forces must, therefore,
keep on the move or split up in order to survive. This precludes any siege operations
by them (the only means by which they could have beaten the British wagon laager).

iv) River crossings. The Zulus had a novel form of crossing streams, by sheer mass.
The iapi would link arms and force its way across the river at the drifts then re
newing their advance. Rivers at drifts therefore, should not break the continuity of
the Zulu advance. Features such as surprise on maps etc., are problems for each in
dividual wargamer to solve for himself.

Battles.

I intend to approach the problem of fighting actions between large bodies of
Zulus and smaller bodies of Imperial troops by fighting battles in two scales.

The first (Main) scale used for the larger battles will be with the standard re
duction of 30 men represented by one man on the table. A (Minor) scale which will be
used to fight the smaller battles (Rorkes' Drift) and skirmishes. This necessitates
keeping two tables of casualties - one actual and one where 30 men equal one man. This
is also necessary as the Imperial troops split up the equivalent of a whole battalion
along its supply routes and the Zulu army, about 25,000 men, held back about a fifth
of their number to maintain their home kraals.

Battle Rules (Main Scale).

1. Movement: Assuming that the Zulus could travel 50 miles a day and that they moved
for about 8 hours, the ground that they would cover in 2-J minutes (my time scale)
would be 458 yards which would equal on my table O" = 50yds) a running movement of
8". Their walk is 5". The Zulu charge would be 12".

Deductions - 3" f°r crossing hills and ravines and two moves for crossing a river
after reaching its bank.



The Imperial infantry, although tied to the pace of the oxen on the map would ^
move, on the table, 5" for walking, with a 6" move for running or in skirmish and an
8" charge move. Reductions for hills and ravines would be the same as the Zulus but
a river would take four moves to cross at a suitable crossing place.

Native levies move in a similar fashion to the Zulus but a charge is not permit
ted and if they are moved into a regular formation (line, column) they will actually
move slower than the White troops.

Cavalry will move at a 12" walk/trot, a 15" canter and a 18" charge (although the
charge will only be credited to British Imperial troopers). 3" deduction in order to
mount and dismount.

Horse drawn artillery and Gatling limbers are moved at 6" for normal movement but
can charge into action with 9" with a 1/6 deduction for both limberin- and unlimber-
ing. They can fire as soon as they come into action, on the same move.

Wagons move at 1-g-" across country and 2" on the roads.

2. Firing:

Imperial volley (6 men) and single shots (each man 1 volley can fire up to 5
times each move). I

Distance. Deductions from volley. Dice needed for single man to
hit target.

0-100 yds. -0 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
101-200 yds. -1 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
201-300 yds. -2 3, if, 5, 6.
301-400 yds. -3 4, 5, 6.
401-600 yds. -4 5, 6.
601-1000 yds. -5 ' 6]

Carbines, Natal volunteer units and wagoneers, single shots only, 3 shots allow
ed per move.

Distance. Dice needed to hit target.

0-100 yds. Automatic.
101-200 yds. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
201-300 yds. 3, 4, 5, 6.
301-400 yds. 4, 5, 6.
401-500 yds. 5, 6.
501-600 yds. 6.

Zulu riflemen, single shots only, one shot per move.

Distance. Dice throw needed to hit target.

0-100 yds. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
101-200 yds. 3, 4, 5, 6.
201-300 yds. u r (•
301-400 yds. ' |; £
401-500 yds. 6>

Gatling gun fire, 3 shots of 3 dice each per move.

Distance Deduction from dice throw.
0-100 yds. 0

101-250 yds. -
251-500 yds. P
501-1000 yds. ,
1001-1250 yds. _h
1251-1500 yds. _c

Artillery, 2shots per move. Shrapnel -,„ burst pattern ^ within .fc ^^
Distance- Dice thrown needed to hit t»^ t±SB'
0-500 yds. 2 \, 1, Z Z TT77 ~~—

501-1000 yds. x u c c \ Mlsses» allmxisea are diced
1001-1500 yds. ' l' l1 r f°r:" 1 0ver the t0P-
1501-2000 yds. ' I* f' \ 2 To the left.
2001-2500 yds. Is ? To the si«kt.

6- ) 4 Short.
) 5,6 fails to explode.



Canister/Grape, range up to 7" - 3 dice determine casualties, all count.

3. Saving Shots.

Zulus - against rifle, carbine and gatling fire.

1,2= dead; 3, 4 = wounded; 5, 6 - alright.

Zulus - against shrapnel.

1, 2, 3 = dead; 4, 5 = wounded; 6 = alright.

Zulus - against grape.

1, 2, 3 = dead; 4, 5, 6 = wounded.

Imperial, Kaffir and Volunteers, against Zulu rifle fire.

1,2= dead; 3, 4 = wounded, 5, 6 = alright.

All, except against shrapnel, add one to the dice throw for cover.

4. Wounded.

Wounded of all types move to the rear at half walking pace. When there they
dice for treatment.

Zulus - 1, 2, 3 = incurable, killed by own side; 4, 5, 6 fit for next action.
Imperial -1,2= return to base hospital; 3, 4 alright for next day; 5, 6 back

to post.

5. Morale.

a) Zulus - Zulu regiments or sections (portions detached from the regiments under
lesser indunas) throw for morale if they loose their front rank in a sinple
move.

1,2= unit retires 9"; 3, 4 = unit lies down and seeks cover; 5, 6 = charges.

b) Zulus - Throw for morale if charged by regular cavalry.

Facing charge, 4, 5, 6 = stand.
Taken in flank, 5, 6 = stand.
Taken in rear, 6 = stand.

c) Natal Kaffirs - Throw for morale if they come within charge ran-e of advanc
ing. Zulus - 1, 2, 3, 4 = Natives route; 5, 6 = Natives stand.

d) Imperial troops always have good morale.

e) Colonial Volunteers retire only if Imperial troops have been wiped out.

6. Outflanking.

a) All troops taken in the flank by Zulus have their end files cut down automat-
cally, except mounted troops who have their end files unhorsed. Melee one
round.

b) Zulus taken in the right flank lose their end file men automatically. Kelee
one round.

c) Zulus taken in the left flank, unless attacked by cavalry (see above) fight
as normal.

d) Natal Kaffirs route after losing their end file men.

7. Attacked in rear.

All troops taken in the rear by Zulus have their rear rank cut down, except
horsemen, who are unhorsed. Melee continues one round, except for Natal Kaffirs who
route.

Zulus taken in rear by foot soldiers have their rear rank cut down, to the ex
tent of the assaulting frontage, melee then continues one round, unless attacking
force is cavalry (see above).

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Gary Gygax

Wargaraer's Newsletter number 102 arrived a few
days ago, and it was, as usual, most enjoyable! It
was also stimulating - thus this letter of comment.

Jerry's series of articles/battle reports on
the hypothetical Napoleonic invasion of England
('French Invasion of England in 1810") is both readable and interesting. It should
encourage others to try more campaigns of this type instead of merely re-fiirhting the
historical ones, kind, 1 am not sayinf that there is anything wrong with the latter,
but 1 ao believe that creating your own "histcry" is more fun.

"Modern Infantry in L'argsmes" by Iun dcott did not seem controversial to me. Our
group user, a set of rules designed by Leon Tucker and Mike Reese which stresses the
value of infantry and the need for concealment. Naturally, one could line up tanks
''wheel to wheel" for a battle, as I have seen novices do, but all of our W.W.II games
involve fairly balanced forces. The defender has the advantage of concealment in
most inst, nces. We employ a judge (who sometimes plays a minor part on the defendin-
side but usually doesn't) s*nd use the following turn sequence: Side A moves infantry;
Side 3 moves infantry and vehicles; Observation, turret rotation, and designation of
targets; indir ct fire and direct fire; and finally melee resolution. On the follow
ing turn the roles of Side A and Side B are reversed, thus on odd turns 3 is reacting
to A's infantry moves, and A is reacting to B's vehicle moves, while it is reversed on
even turns. During the Observation portion of the turn both sides tell the juage
where their men are observing, and (depending on circumstances such as whether the
observer is stationary or moving, has or lacks binoculars, is looking into onen or
wooaed terrain, and the size and action of concealed forces) sighted men or equipment
are placed m view on the board by the judge. This reauires a bit of map marking, but
the eno result is a really fine game. Scale of figures is 1:1, and organisation of
infantry squads and tank companies is carefully researched, so the riflemen, as !!r.
Scott stresses, is the mainstay of the infantry. However, there are enough A/T weap
ons included to make it suicide for AFV's to try to advance without infantry support.
-he side which loses all of its infantry has usually lost the game as well. Most of
the factors that affect accuracy of weapons (target, range, movement, cover, etc.,)
are easily dealt with when computing the percentage chance of hitting the target flu
at by a system of adding to and subtracting from a base number. The base number used
depends upon whether it is a small arm or large calibre weaoon firing direct or in
direct fire. 5„ increments are used, and I imagine that sales of 20 sided dice will
pick up when Hike Reese starts selling the rules - soon I hope, for they are the best
available in my opinion.

There has been little complaint about sand drying too quickly as far as I have
heard. My sand taole stays damp for several days, we wet it down thoroughly about 24
hours before we have a game. Leon Tucker mixed some earth with his sand and says that
it aids considerably in keepin- the consistency right and retaining- terrain features
for longer periods of time. However, most of the miniatures flayers I know of use a"
plain wooden table because they employ movement trays ana their rules consider hills
by contours. In fact, our group plans to cover the sand table with a plain wooden top
when we play Uapoleonics, ynd perhaps we will do thesame for Ancients." '

My idea of war-gaming is not playing in some protracted postal tournament, and off
ering several hundred dollars for first place doesn't sweeten the prospect -any for my
K *•«, £», ueKuainiy dldn,t criticise B«ss Powell because this happens to be the way
ne views the hobby, for the IF./ also sponsors similar tournaments. If some wargamers
ITof\llll%Lli^-°l tWu Playi"S thiS Vmy Wh° am *to s»* thcra na*? **»• the num-
uL faKut l^YA eV?ntS; and thC nUmbCr °f men,berS in ^-Powell's organisa-ilVttlTn,, 'is10i.Cllls siting), compared with the total number of wargamers, there
l*% °$vxous conclu!?1°n- WW majority of fellow hobbyists don't care much for this
brand of wargaming either, George's comments notwithstanding. Additionally, while the
conventions we have held here in the U.S. may not be strictly "Rational" tney nave
aUendlnS wf": ^ ^ ^K?" <«** C°asts Qf the countr^ Ge^°" «*. with 200attendants, was aaeuredly a hignly successful meet, call it National or merely region-

COi.TlIIUED NEXT MONTH.

tred



ENGLISH CIVIL WAR CONVERSIONS

by Ian Scott

Officer - Dismounted (fro'n World War I Air-
fix German with 'Hinds Up').

Head as for Ensign. Main difference in
conversion: Baldric and Sash are both made from
thin paper. Collar is then added also from thin
paper. Partisan made as with Halberd from 40th
on plastic card. Colours as for Ensign - Sash

1S is Parliamentarian - Russet/
Orange.

Sergeant (From Airfix
World War I Gorman

Stretcher-bearer).

MAKE
YOUR OWN
AIWYX

SUoe

rW S aX

Instructions as for Ensign except for following: Sword
which is shorter is sword bayonet from Airfix Confederate
or Union Infantry. Halberd is made from 40 thou, plastic
card. Helmet is made from helmet of Sheriff of Nottingham
archer with central ridge from 10 thou, plastic card,
olours similar - with brown sword belt.

N.3. Other ;anks - Pikemen similar but
green sash.

rith wire pikes

."ceo on the Regiment:
uniform these conversion de-

Regt. of Foot (Greycoats) -
the Roundhead association.

The Standard is based on a

flag of the Civil War but a
Cavalry not Infantry Colour.

3 •••n oral:

All those conversions

are for Parliamentarian troops.

Royalists in the first
Civil .jar are very similar only
the officers were slightly more
gaily dressed - but remember
when fighting they did not
wear their best clothes. For

uniforms of Regiments see
Brigadier Peter Young's book
"Edgehill" - a useful selec
tion of regiments with
colours is given. Similar
ly for Standards.

Drummer dressed as for
h Drum

rd on

baldric and regiment
al sash i.e. green

sash in this case.

Use same German figure
too.

The regiment whose
pict is Ireton's

a regiment of

^T- rX T-n\ officer but wittd^O^rPO^ instead of swoi

SkM of
Musketeers are more dif

ficult since few later

soldiers adopt a simi
lar stance for firing
since their weapons have less recoil



A NEW BOOK FOR ALL THE ENTHUSIASTS WHO MAKE

AND COLLECT MODEL SOLDIERS AND MILITARY

VEHICLES

MILITARY MODELLING

by

DONALD FEATHEkSTONE

Thorough, easy-to-follow instruction in the
making of model soldiers, military vehicles and
buildings, and how to convert or adapt existing
models. The arts of moulding and casting, solder
ing, glueing and painting are explained, as well
as the construction of dioramas and their display

cabinets.

For those who prefer to work with more up-to-
date materials, much information is given on the
assembly and conversion of Historex and Airfix
plastic models.

160 pages, fully illustrated - 38s. -d.

Published by Kaye and Ward,
194-200 Bishopsgate,
London E.G.2.

A. A. JOHNSTON • «;&,«, <BUs &%u*
PITNEY LANGPORT :: SOMERSET ENGLAND

- we are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and s/hand
Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. p.free 3^/8d
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " 36/8d
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd.

including colour " 26/-
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. New facsimile
reprint of the rare U.S.War Dept. Manual.7"x10" hundreds of illus
trations inc. pages of colour p.freel39/6d.
HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945- New reprint and compan
ion to previous item. p.free 139/6d
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof.illustd. in colour, p.f. 6/-
How to Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. p.free 43/6d
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo
R.K.Riehn. tllustd. Uniform colour guide. p.free 27/6d
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform
colour guide, companion to previous item. p.free 14/Od

GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof. Illustd. inc. colour, Uniforms.
Equipment, etc. P.Free 26/-d.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 R.Dilley. Prof. Illustd.
inc. colour. P.Free 26/-d.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Carman.
11-J" x 8£" 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several hundred
items of dress, P.Free 64/6d.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT

TITLES BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.



BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

by T.J.Higgins

(Of The Bletchley War Game Group)

Bletchley group played host to Mr. Joe F,wart from Cheltenham on a sunny weekend
recently v/nere araia the lush green countryside of North Bucks, Mr. Harry >!orey the
sculptor creator of uscar figures provided the setting for a two-day battle at his
secluded home in the village of Little Norwood near Bletchley.

Joe '.wart decided t.. fight alongside Mr.T.Higgins on the French side - Joe de
clined the offer of being Napoleon on the grounds that his own army back home was far
more modest in number as compared with the enormous forces of the combined Bletchley
group, stating it was like bein.e promoted from Colonel to Field-Marshal overnight.
Therefore took on the roll of Marshal i;ey and the French right flank.

Mr. Higgins therefore played the part of Napoleon on the left flank, Harry Norey
was left with the only position of krry Wellington, assisted by a few local en
thusiasts wno came alonr: from time to time to harass the French left flank, all pre
pared we diced for the type of terrain and entry points etc.

As you will see by the map the French entering on the left were hemmed in be
tween the ..oods and the Ridge and D'Srlon with a small advance guard one regiment of
cavalry and one of Dutch Guard had to hold this area for most of the first days play
to allow the rest of the array on. Whilst over on the French right flank Joe-f.ey was
fortunate in having his part of the French army enter in force fairly rapidly.

Key's large force slowly moved forward towards the Town, perhaps a little to
leisurely for while the officers selected the best accommodation the rank and file
fell prey to the local flesh spots. As the houses seemed of better quality on the
French siue they seemed reluctant to press on.

Cn the English side apart from a large force of Guards entering opposite D'Srlon
to prevent him manoeuvring, they were not due on in bulk yet and used the time in
placing artillery on the bank of the stream to cover the entire British right and
centre. This quietness before the storm did not last long, for a few moves later a
large force of Mercenaries and Auxiliaries plus a sprinkling of bounty hunting
Volunteers emerged on to the field by the Church. If Joe Key noticed them or not he
did not let on, for as he said later "with the size of the army I had I felt I could
have beaten anything".

The large motley force hurried with ungentlemanly haste into the town not paus
ing to quench their thirst, closing with the French they began to dispute bed space
rights. An unpleasant brawl developed over choice of accommouation until feeling it
beneath their dignity to lower the noble art of war to brawling over some peasant's
kitchen sink the French withdrew uttering threats of blowing the town to kingdom come
with their guns, and with as much aloofness they could raise began to cross the
stream and take up position along its banks. The British now in position did not
pursue but proceeded to live it up.

While all this was going on Prince Jerome had arrived and moving his small force
forward took up a position where the British could break through had they a mind to,
But they seemed quite content to blast away with their artillery at Jerome until his
force slowly being reduced with each salvo he, true to nature, began requesting more
men to hold _£he position. Napoleon now arrived on the scene began to hurry his last
units over the ridge to form up and sent a few units to assist Jerome while he pre
pared for his attack not wishing to delay it a move longer than necessary lest Jerome
turn his position into another Huegomont.

Placing the bulk of his guns on the ridge to fire on the British and cover his
advance, Napoleon had time to look over towards Ney to see how he was getting on and
if he was surprised to see his men laying on the banks of the stream he made no sign
and did not consider it worth wasting time sending a courier to find out his plan.

Loud derisory shouts from the British troops on the edge of town did anger the
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Imperial red lancers to go at them with their lances but a square between the houses
stopped them.

Meanwhile back at the ranch or the ploughed field the French under Hapoleon
toiled across the dusty ground behind a cavalry screen, the cavalry moved swiftly on
and engaged the British but were forced to break off the action before the infantry
arrived, with only a short distance to go before the French infantry broke through to
the cool stream and the British beyond.Napoleon had an attack of his old trouble. Not
piles sciatica.

Galloping forward into the centre of his sweating troops he wished to provide the
necessary morale points to his men when they came under the concentrated fire from the
British. A stray canon ball aimed at a unit to his left missed and hit him and in
full view of the entire French left and centre he fell mortally wounded from his
horse. The result was catastrophic - every unit had to dice with reductions for
morale causing the entire left and centre to collapse, at the same moment the British
threw all their reserve troops on in the centre.

..ith time running out Joe Ney decided it wasn't worth taking on the entire Brit
ish army while Jerome and D'Erlon dashed about rallying the French troops so left his
men lying on the pleasant green banks of the stream until they were gently lifted up
and placed in their boxes.

As the object of the exercise was for Joe iwart to play our rules as he had ex
pressed keen interest in them, the iefeiit was not taken too seriously. Joe's last
words were "I shall be going back to Cheltenham battle weary and shell shocked."

tarts* u i> v?

Q a

ft©vp»Hce

1/150 AFV MODELS

These scale models, assembled from card, are ideal for wargaming and allow the
use of realistically large forces, because of their scale and the low priced quantity
packs.

The present range - of World War II German and Allied - contains the main AFVs
for West European battles, and is being extended.

As an introductory offer we have a special 10p. (2s. -d.) two card pack: Tiger +
Hetzer, Sherman V + Universal Carrier, plus full literature. (/I covers airmail to
US/Canada).

Other pack prices range from 5p. (is.-d.) to £1 for 1 to 48 card packs of indi
vidual card types (plus 5p« postage and packing on order). Each card has two care
fully paired models.

GREENING, KNOLL COTTAGE, KNOLL ROAD, DORKING, SURREY.
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BOOKS ,d.D d/.TTLEFlELDS

by

Alan Hansford Waters

One of the great attractions of wargames as a hobby for me is the way it embraces
so many different skills ->nu disciplines. Perhaps as a wargamer I tend to select
reading matter which seems interesting because of its connection with warfare but it
is surprising how often one comes across information in totally unsuspected places.
I recently reaa Benjamin Franklin's autobiography, well known to American wargamers no
doubt but not so over here. I made some notes which are given here; in the absence of
a Colonial engineering Manual (I imagine an American pine differs in its dimensions
from a European?) where else would one find the procedure for making a frontier fort?

Some readers ..ill be acquainted with Captain Course's book 'A Seventeenth-Century.
Mariner1, which is .. summary of Edward 3arlow's journal. This book was in the Nation
al Book Sale, but I think one would be better =dvised to go straight to Basil Lubbock's
full transcription. Barlow served sever 1 times in the Navy and the reader is taken
on exciting voyages to the .v^st, with plenty of details of the kind of cargo and arm
ament an East Indiaman woula carry. This type of thin;; is most useful, the kind of
inform-tion you can never find when planning a campaign.

The book will suggest a lot of ideas to wargamers, by the way - from the aggres
sive commercial rivalry of the factories of the different nations in India - Portugese,
French and foolish, mm the Dutch in the ^ndies themselves. Barbary corsairs,
Malay pirates and unfriendly Chinese mandarins suggest a most colourful and unusual
1.• ... :iign*, Which I would be inclined to b-ise on the profit made by the East India
Company. Minor affairs and shipwrecks would make the profit unstable, and skilful
diplomacy and shows of force would make up a lot of the fun; the Company would have
to pay for >i w.>r in the East. Chance cards determine who England is fighting at what
particular moment - you coulu find yourself torn between escorting a years accumula
tion of East In.lies trade home or losing the friendship of i !o ;ul who controls your
most important settlements when ho -sks for an escort for his harem. Possibilities
are endless.

By the way, there is a good brief summary of 1?th Century India in the latest
issue of iurnell 's 'History of the inglish-Gpeaking I-eoples'. .-myono intending to
follow the idea up should look at i.D.2.Hall's 'standard', 'A aistory of South-.
Asia', which is especially good on economic .^rid strategic factors.

E Hi kKIH F ,:.KLIN

I found Bon Franklin's autobiography fascinating and wish someone had recommend
ed it to me before. I hope this brief survey of his connection with military affairs
is of some value; I think it is interesting to see how the defence of the colonies was
organised, and the ..pparently h.-phazard arrangements on which defence depended.

Frunklin was an important public figure in Philadelphia by the 1740's and when
the Jar of the austri^n Succession threatened America the measures for defence were

found to be completely inadequate. The Assembly was Quaker and would not pass a mili
tia law, so Franklin wrote and published a pamphlet called the 'Plain Truth1 setting
out the situation. 'The pamphlet had a sudden and surprising effect', and eventually
10,000 signatures were obtained, the men forming companies and regiments and drilling
every week, the women supplying colours.

Having org.-nised the manpower, Franklin turned his attention to fortifications,
proposing a lottery to pay for a battery to be built below the town. The merlons (a
merlon is 'part of a fortification wall, or of the battlements on top of the wall, be
tween two embrasures') 'were fram'd of logs and fill'd with earth'.

Some old cannon bought from 3oston were insufficient, and Franklin and some
others went to New York to borrow some more. I think the means of getting them is
fascinating.

'The Governor at first refus'd us peremptorily; but at dinner with his council,
where there was great drinking of Madeira wine, as the custom of that place then was,
he softened by degrees, and said he would lend us six. .ifter a few more bumpers he
advanced to ten; and at length he very good-naturedly conceded eighteen. They were
fine cannon, eig,hteen-pounders, with their carriages...' This kind of thing, though
all-important in real life, is impossible to account for in wargames and I find it
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disheartening. Imean, ^e have rules that make it important in this case that Phila
delphia had 18-pdrs, rather than 12's or 24'.-,; but if it were not for the quality of
Governor Clonton's Madeira they would not be there at all. It rather negates all our
efforts with rules for you are not covering more than a very insignificant proportion
of t*e governing contingencies. No wargames arguments ever soluble; although one
generally concedes to the antagonist who has most real life examples at his disposal
any wild inconsistency in results can be explained by stories similar to tnis; how
ever

Franklin tells some interesting tales of the difficulties the predominantly
Quaker Assembly found in voting for essential defence measures against their doctrine.
The evasions they used varied from granting money 'for the King's use' when »skea for
it for a specific military purpose, to voting money 'for the purchasing of bread, flour,
wheat OR GTHS-i GRAIN' when asked to supply money for gunpowder!

He was involved in diplomatic missions of a military nature, as when in 1754 he
conferred with the chiefs of the Six Nations concerning defence.

Useful information is given on the voting of money and the kind of amounts forces
r-seded in those days - the proposed attack on Crown Point was voted ,',10,000 for ex
ample.

When Braddock arrived in Virginia in 1755 with two regiments of Regulars, Franklin
was sent to see him in his capacity as Postmaster-General of Philadelphia. Braddock
was having difficulty securing ns; 150 were considered necessary for the expedi
tion against Fort Duquesne (Pittsburgh), as well as 1500 saddle or pack horses.
Franklin arranged to have posters put up explaining the terms. although the terms
seem very favourable it still took 2 weeks to gather the waggons from Pennsylvania ana
the horses never were up to the necess.-ry numbers. Perhaps the farmers guessed, or
knew by experience, that it would be difficult to obtain repayment for losses.

.:• udock, incidentally, was decisively defeated by :. handful of French and
Indians, the latter fighting in their own typo of country. Braddock was killed, and
Franklin gives an interesting account.

In 1756 he was put in charge of the North-Western frontier of Pennsylvania.
Franklin had blank commissions for officers and soon raised 56O men. The companies
were assembled at Bethlehem. 'I was surprised to. find it in so rood a posture of de
fence.... Che principal buildings were defended by R stockade; they had purchased a
quantity of arms and ammunition from Lew York, and had even plac'd quantities of small
paving stones between the windows of their high -tone houses, for their women to throw
down upon the heads of any Indians that should attempt to force into them'. (..dd 2 to
dice throw for irate womefolks morale....)

Sending one column to the i.inisink and one to the lower part of the country to
bt.ild forts,' Franklin took the rost of the force to Gnadenhut, including 5 waggons for
t«0ls, stores and baggage. It rained for the whole of the day they marched there, and
Franklin writes: "It was well we were not attack'd in our march, for our arms were of
the most ordinary sort, and our men could not keep their gun locks dry. The Indians
arc dexterous in contrivances for that purpose, which we had not." This is worth re
membering for French and Indian wargames. Eleven farmers were ambushed on the same day
and ten were killed when their ,^uns failed to fire„

The fort at Gnadenhut is described as having a circumference of 455 feet, 'which
would require as many palisades to be m*de of trees, one with another, of a foot dia
meter each. Our axes, of which we had seventy, were immediately set ,0 work to cut
down trees, and, our men being dexterous in the use of them, great despatch was made.
Seeing the trees fall so fast, I had the curiosity to look at my watch when two men
beran to cut at a nine; in six minutes they had it upon the ground, and I found it of
14"' diameter. Each pine made three palisades of eighteen feet long, pointed at one
end. While these were preparing, our other men dug a trench all round of three feet
deep, in which the palisades were to be planted; and, our waggons, the bodys being
taken off, and the fore and hind wheels separated by taking out the pin which united
the two parts of the perch, we had ten carriages, with two horses each, to bring the
palisades from the woods to the spot. When they were set up, our carpenters built a
stage of boards all round within, about six feet high, for the men to stand on when to

I fire thro' the loopholes. We had one swivel gun, which we mounted on one of the
angles, and fir'd it as soon as fix'd, to let the Indians know, if any were within
hearing, that we had such pieces; and thus our fort, if such a magnificent name may be
given to so miserable a stockade, was finish»d in a week, though it rain'd so hard
every other day that the men could not work.' (This would work out at about 2 man
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days per foot of finished palisade, if anyone is interested in a fort building cam
paign. Considering the amount of work to be done inside the fort, preparing camp,
meals, detachments on guard and resting, etc., the progress was actually much better
than would appear from this rough figure).

This is the first account by a participant of the buiHding of such temporary
frontier forts that I have come across, although there is plenty of information on
the French and Indian Wars. I hope it stirs .-some wargamers to try their hand at this
type of campaign; Lamming had some very good Mohicans available.

I must give one last extract from these memoirs. Franklin's candid style is
irresistible.

'During (the) short time of my Colonelship...the officers of my regiment took it
into their heads to escort me out of town.' 'As soon as we began to move, they drew
their swords and rode with them naked all the way. Somebody wrote an account of this
to the propraetor, and it gave him great offense. No such honor had been paid him
when in the province, nor any of his governors; and he said it was only proper to
princes of the blood royal, which may be true for aught I know, who was, and still am,
ignorant of the etiquette in such cases.'

AOSTERLITZ.

I was able to visit Austerlitz last month, something I'd planned since I first
becume interested in Napoleonics. I have heard people compare Waterloo to a well
turfed bowling green but I really did expect something better of Austerlitz - you
know the aquarelle in W.M.Sloane's Life of Napoleon, 'Destruction of Retreating
Russians at Satschen Lake', with a gun team crashing through the ice and a vast crowd
of men descending from rocky cliffs that one presumes to be the steep Eastern side of
the Pratzen? This, of course, would all come alive when one stood on the glorious
field itself, whose name was to appear on the Eagle cloths of the Grande Armee as the
proudest victory.

I realised I should have gone in December. Perhaps the ice and snow would have
made it powerfully rugged, and if one waited long enough perhaps a mist might have
arisen that you could imagine shrouded rank upon rank of the gleaming bayonets of
Soult's Corps.... But in August evocative, romantic Moravia looks much like one of
the wheat areas of Essex.

The trouble with visiting battlefields is that they make you re-read all the
accounts with particular reference to the terrain, and I think most people would a-
gree with me that in most cases far too much is made of the effect of ground. One
can make exceptions for Spain and Italy and Switzerland, but most Central European
battlefields were pretty flat. My idea of what a Napoleonic or 18th century battle
must have been like falls somewhere between Tolstoy, with two mobs intent on their own
interests and entirely in the grip of fate, and the German official histories which
have the men move like machines on those wonderful maps - but at least the arrows do
act reasonably independently of the terrain. I had originally intended to walk the -
field, at least one way, but I was lucky in meeting up with a fellow student, living .,
in Kritschen, who drove me round the field and whose family's hospitality I enjoyed.

The Santon I could understand; it is still wooded and it is easy to see that once
up there - quite an achievement in itself - Lannes' guns would be virtually impregn
able and have a wonderful field of fire. It took me more than twenty minutes to
cover the ground that Soult did on my own (not, I hope, too much to the detriment of
•the wheat field which the route has become) and I have a reasonable pace. I think too
many histories go by Soult's estima-.e and of course the French accounts written in
conformity with it.

The Pratzen itself is really disappointing; although it descends with appreciable
steepness to the Littawa one almost gets the impression from descriptions of the battle
that a force at the top of the slope would be unassailable. Manceron makes a lot of
just how much Napoleon was giving up in the way of a good position to goad the Allies
on. Pierre, of course, in "War and Peace" decides that there is no such thing as a
good position and if there is it is beyond generals and historians to decide what con
stitutes one. Instead, Tolstoy claims, they write in support of the choice of the
victor of the battle. I wonder if that is what has happened here, Napoleon in fact
giving up very little but knowing the weaknesses of the position the Allies would have
once on the Pratzen? Armed with David Chandler's excellent Traveller's Guide I saw

most of the famous features except the lakes, and I am trying to print off a composite
panoramic photograph of the field as Napoleon saw it from his command post, if anyone

is interested.



WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMEK

TICK ?

by

Geo. .-.. Lord

(of Thunder Bay, unt., Canada)

Well your sample copy of the ..'argamer's Newsletter
finally fought its way through -.he slow mail system and reached my hands. I read it
through and from the enclosed money order for Sp.00 you will realise that you have
another subscriber. From all I hear ..bout you, you are uoubtles.- a very busy man, but
I hope you do not mind a few comments.

The sample I happened to receive was October 19a9.
reached two conclusions - justified or not:

From reading it thoroughly I

1. ;.r. D,n Houghton - whatever kind of wargame general he may be - is the most
successful man in writing ramo reports I have ever seen. I am taking a page from his
book in writir.'- mine with an eye to improvement. Contrast this with the game report
on page 12.

2. It would appear that British war-amers use more simplified rules than the
majority of their American counterparts. I live in the middle of Canada isolated from
all areas of the hobby. (ilow I camo to rot into the hobby is another story).

It ic a very interesting subject - simple versus complex rules I mean and much
can be said for both sides of the argument. I have been in the hobby for a while now
and have engaged in just about every form of wargaming there is - from game boards to
table-tops - from Ancients to Moderns - from land, naval and air wargames.

I have observed that many people start off in a new field of the hobby and write
up rules for it only to find others elsewhere have :-lso tackled it ana amazingly the
rules are very similar - it has happened to mo.

At the moment my son and I are fighting a long series of battles of the Roman
era. Cur rules were partly lifted from an ..merican article but many interesting new
ideas have been added. I noticed that you have a few addicts to the Ancient era and
Pondered if our ideas sent in serialised form might give some original ideas abroad.
I am looking forward to watching your magazine to pick up now iaeas from it.

Each year I attend a Cunvention, 1,400 miles round trip, by myself to learn new
ideas and play .against some real enthusiasts. My latest brain picking came up with a
simple circular slide-rule for calculating casualties when many factors must be worked
out. The original was an electronic computer developed by an American friend Dave
Wesely of Minneapolis but I found that the tricky circuits broke down in the middle of
a Convention Napoleonic game and suggested a simpler mechanical slide-rule. I came
home and built one and was surprised just how easy it was to do. Maybe you would like
an article on that.

I have written articles for several wargaming magazines but my greatest work is
a 40-page set of rules for Modern Naval wargames which were badly fouled ut> by S. Gt
T. when they printed thorn.

I have this year begun my 30mm liapoleonics - an area I swore away from - but
after playing some gamer, in the U.S.A. with them, I just could not resist the tempta
tion and have been ordering soldiers from U.K. where figures are first class - at
least compared with the 8o0 figure army of 20mm American castings of the A.C.W.

ooOoo

THE NATIONAL WARGAMES CONVENTION 1971 will be held in the Midland Hotel, New
Street, Birmingham, during the week-end September 25th/26th.

Tables will be made available for anyone to fight friendly battles and if anyone
would like to introduce a new competition and donate a prize for it we would be glad
to provide publicity and space for this at the Convention. Anyone interested in doing
this should write to us stipulating rules for their competition."
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MUST
LIST
WHAT NOT TO MISS

Model of a German Panzer-Grenad
ier with MG 34, made as a simple
adaptation fiom oneof thefigure

The basic marchingfigurefromthe
eleven supplied in kit No. fl shown
before andafterpainting, and with
addeddetail including MP- 38SMG

On my desk in front of me as I write lies a fat and
sumptuous green leather covered book - The Army Diary
1971. Readers will have had the opportunity of learning
about this sumptuous volume from the leaflet enclosed
with last month's Newsletter but I would like to add my
own personal comments and recommendations. It is the
ideal gift for the bloke who has got "everything" and a
real touch of luxury for everyone else. It has the
merits of being not only extremely useful in a practical
sense through its large spaces for entries, its informa
tion of a military nature etc., but it is also a daily
source of interest through the fascinating collection of
military writings that have been painstakingly collected
and printed, one to a page, throughout the year. This
is a "must" for the man who loves the 3ritish Army - the
introduction alone so echoes the feelings of many of us
that it is probably worth the price of the book.

Alraark Publishing Company Limited have now entered
the plastic kit field with two sets of polystyrene 54mm
scale model soldiers in assembly kit form. Ihe two sets
available at present are one of German Panzer-Grenadiers
and one of Japanese, make up into eleven assorted figures
per set. Assembly of the arras to the bodies is very
simple and consideriible variations are possible by

prowded.(CourittyRoyDiiHy) n0t switching amis and altering angles etc. Weapons, helmets
and caps together with optional bases are also separate.
Assembly and painting instructions come with each kit and
the coloured box top acts as a painting guide. These
figures are highly detailed and well sculpted mouldings
that are ridiculously cheap at 15s. -d. per set. Of
course, the first thought on seeing them is - will they
convert? And the answer is - yes in an unlimited fash
ion! Almark have plans for a set of German heavy weapons
as an accessory kit to go with the Pnnzer-Grenadiers and
a set of American infantry which will make up into 13
figures. These excellent and inexpensive figures, with
their fine detail and appearance, seem ideal for small-
scale table-top actions involving only a few men.

I still have not seen the Airfix French Napoleonic Artillery but correspondents
tell me that the kit contains three guns each with a five man crew and two horses to
gether with men leading them and eight marching figures with sloped muskets. The
same firm have also put out, at 6s. -d, 00 scale kit (Series 3) H.A.F. Refuelling
Set which will be of interest to Air wargamers and diorama makers besides those who
just like making up plastic kits.

Barry Carter, ..aval wargamer extraordinary, is very gleeful because he has dis
covered a range of very cheap 1/1200 scale ships ideally suited for wargaming.
Made by R. Gillow of 39 George Street, Thornaby-on-Tees, Tees-side, so far it is
possible to obtain M.T.B.; submarine; trawler; M.G.3. at 6d. painted and filed.

Corvette-type small destroyers at 1s. -d. painted and filed.
Larger destroyers at 1s.6d. painted and filed.
All ships half-price unpainted and unfiled.

A particular country's colour scheme can be ordered and Barry says that the ships
are "neutral" in design in that approximate types have been produced which a modeller
can either modify or use as perfectly acceptable wargarae ships. The M.G.B's are ideal
for sending up rivers and the torpedo-boat of the Japanese type is very reasonable.
Masts and turrets are not always as detailed as one would like but at these prices
the range is a splendid newcomer to the Naval wargaming scene.

From N.W.Hartley of 41 Swanmore Road, Bournemouth, Hants, can be obtained some
very interesting foreign LP's of military band music. His latest list includes
•Marches of Napoleon' (MODE 9564) 43s. -d.; Old Austrian military marches (AVRS 9228)
55s. -d.; Soviet Military larches (25433/4) 45s. -d. plus many other British and
foreign records of well known military bands and their music.

Bob O'Brien tells me that the Research Group have decided to publish 1750-1850
rules (covering Napoleonic wars; Colonial Wars, etc.,) at 9s. -d. (45p) before the
3rd edition of Ancient Rules. Ready mid-February from Bob (75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-
by-Sea, Sussex.)



WARGAMES OF THE HID NINETEENTH CENTURY

by

J. A. Hilton

The references to the Franco-Prussian War and the
Italian Revolution in the August Wargamer's Newsletter
prompt the suggestion that the neglected wars of the
mid-nineteenth century provide a fascinating field for
wargaming, specially suited to the beginner, to the
wargam-r who lacks money and/or skill at painting and
converting, thus finding Mapoleonics etc., beyond him,
and, perhaps, particularly suited to the solo plays...

The fighting of the period ranges from guerilla
actions to massive pitched battles, from lightning campaigns to long drawn-out wars
of attrition and the states involved include Great Powers and Ruritanias. In Europe,
in addition to the above mentioned wars, the period includes the War of the Sonder-
bund 1847; the complete revolutionary wars of 1848-50; the Crimean 1854-56; the Wars
of Italian Unification 1859-61; and "the Austro-Prussian War of 1866. In America, as
well" as the American Civil War 1861-65, there are the Mexican War 1846-48, and the
Mexican Adventure 1864-67. Of course, this list is by no means exhaustive.
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There was a steady increase in fire-power - rifles, breach-loaders, percussion
caps, revolvers were all gradually adopted - but tactics tended to lag behind, so that
basically Napoleonic formations were still being employed quite late in the century.
Nevertheless, the superiority of entrenched riflemen came to be realised - they could
hold off three times their numbers - whilst railways became vital to strategy.

- The strategic offensive was, therefore, combined with the tactical defensive, a
snail force being set to pin the enemy whilst a striking force moved against his flank
and rear, as at Second Bull Run and Chancellorsville. The solo wargamer, therefore,
might set himself the task of rapidly reducing an enemy in a defensive position with
the-golfer's aim of gradually improving his handicap over a series of games.

Research on the period cannot do better than begin with the index of the
Encyclopaedia 3rittanica but the following random selection of books will be found
useful: B.K.Liddell Hart -•"The Revolution in Warfare"; F.E.Whitton - "Moltke"; F.L.
Paxson - "The American Civil War"; M.Howard - "The Franco-Prussian War".; W.Baring
Pemberton - "Battles of the Crimean Jar".

Those who have still not settledjon one period to the exclusion of others might
do worse than try the raid-nineteenth century.

00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Page 23.

Afrika Korps which is invaluable to the modernist wargamer who wishes to fight this
period; Organisation of Soviet Ground Forces; together with a game "T-34" which tells
how to fight an Eastern front style wargame and includes cardboard cut-out tanks etc.,
plus numerous interesting features and views, mainly on boardgames.

THE VEOETTE - October 1970 (Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors, USA).
Contains articles dealing with Skinner's Horse; the Seven Years War; General '.-/infield
Scott; Units and Uniforms of the Third Reich; plus uniform details together with
figure and book reviews.
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Book Reviews

LJjJKIFC .: - 7S i.Co -..ii... PES 3CLDATS DC LA GU^R'-;E 1y'l4-19l8 by Liliane and Fred
Funcken. • Voluwe number 1 :.nfa:.try; Tanks" and ..ircr.-ft. (10" x 8". 156 pages. 73
full pages of culoured illustrations. Gast*r"man (Belgium) 1970. 40s.)

Over a very short period, the Funcken uniform books have become an integral part
of wargaming because of their invaluable role in providing easily accessible details
of uniforms, arms and equipment of the fighting men of every period in which we are
liKely to wargarae. Of course, there is a limit to the soldiers and uniforms that
have fought and then passed into history-and with their first volumes on soldiers
from Ancient Egypt up to the present day and the two volumes on the uniforms of the
Napoleonic ..ars, this talented husband arid wife-team would seemingly have covered the
bulk of our requirements. Having written that I now proeod to contradict it by say
ing that this latest volume dealing with World War I will very soon carve a niche for
itself although perhaps not so deeply as the companion volumes that have gone before
it. However, its innumerable coloured plates are a joy to behold, well up to the
standard of their other drawings particularly when one bears in mind that the
uniforms of World far I would seemingly hold far less colour and attractiveness than
those of the past. This book covers the prevailing dress uniforms immediately prior
to the outbreak of the war and the active service dress of every country that partici
pated from France and her Colonies; Belgium; Great Britain and her Empire; Russia;
Italy; America; Portugal; Serbia; Montenegro and Greece; Japan; Rumania to Polish and
Czech Volunteers. The Central Powers are represented by Germany and her Colonial
troops; Austria-Hungary; Turkey and Bulgaria. Then there is a section dealing with
all the tanks and armoured cars used by both sides during the war together with anoth
er section depicting the string-and-canvas aircraft whose exploits brought perhaps
the only touch of glamour to the whole conflict. With the exception of the first few
months of the war in Europe and some of the Colonial campaigns,* World War I does not
seem to hold a great attraction to the table-top general. This invaluable book and
its companion volume to follow (which will cover cavalry, artillery, engineers, sea
and other services) together with the availability of Airfix figures of the period,
might well bring a change of heart ana habit to the wargamer. Should this be the
case then at such a low price this book will be as invaluable as its predecessors.
It did not ought to be beyond the reach of military collectors to strike some sort of
a medal for the Funckens - they deserve it!

__ _ . .Leslie.
('

gHg BATTLE iKL^URS OF THE Bkl.'ISH AND INDIAN ARMIES 1695-1914 by N.B.]
^10" x 7-£". 145 pages. Leo Cooper (London) 1970. E0.3O).

Made up of page after page of titles, place names, numbers and dates and without
a photograph, drawing or map, this book is an inspiring piece of scholarship that
will be quoted as an authority for as long as any of us are 'round. One does not
have to have our military interests at heart to feel something akin to emotion on
reading the lists of regiments whose names are household words and the places in which
they fought and died. The book is arranged by Continents - Europe, Asia, Africa,
America, the West Indies and the Antipodes and before each section the battles are
listed in chronological order, the campaign in which each was fought is shown and the
date of the battle or campaign given. Then the battle honours and awards of the
Eritish and Indian Armies are given and those regiments involved in each battle are
listed, a full list is given of the regiments of the British and of the Indian
Armies together with their titles in 1914, their dates of formation and their origin
al numbers. Aifl interesting appendix gives the Mutineer Regiments of the Bengal Array
in 1857 and the battle honours they had won before that date. This is in invaluable
work for the amateur and professional military historian, the ready accessibility of
its information will save them countless hours of searching.

The Almark Publishing Company Limited are certainly getting their share of men
tions in this issue of Wargamer's Newsletter. (See the "Must List"). Four of their
latest volumes arrived by the same post and every one of them should be a sure-fire
winner with wargamers, particularly the first mentioned.

FRENCH NAri'L •k/NIC h •.riLL.-.y.Y by Michael Head. (72 pages. 8 colour plates of
uniforms and saddlery, numerous uniform drawings, scale drawings of guns, caissons and
wagons. Hard cover edition 01.40: paper cover edition £1.)
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This is the book for which so many wargamers have been waiting and they will not
be disappointed! It is an absolute mine of information on a vital aspect of Napoleo
nic wargaming. It abounds with photographs and illustrations so that there is hardly
a page that is not so adorned. An amazing amount of work has gone into this and,
until the publication of a similar volume dealing with the British Napoleonic artil
lery, there should be a great upsurge in the standards of those French guns which
take part in our wargames. A beautiful and invaluable little volume.

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR INFANTRY by Michael Blake. (48 pages. 10 colour plates and
numerous line drawings of uniforms, arms, -equipment, badges, etc., etc. Hard cover
edition £1.25: paper cover edition 87np.)

Mike 31ake of Bristol, well known to British wargamers, has further established
himself as an authoritive writer on wargaming subjects by this very fine little book.
A large number of wargamers begin the hobby by fighting the American Civil War which
holds a singular fascination as the "first of the modern wars". Indeed it is a con
flict that all wargamers should at some time or other consider and in so doing they
will find this book to be of the greatest value to them. When I think of all the
trouble I had some twelve years ago in searching out the flags of the regiments of
both sides, I could cry!

GERMAN CCMBAT UNIFORMS 1939-1945 by S.R.Gordon-Douglas. (48 pages. 7 colour
plates'^ 45 pictures and numerous line drawings. Hard cover edition £1.25: paper
cover edition 87np.).

This is a revised and expanded second edition of an earlier Almark's book pub
lished in July 1V70 and now out of print. This new edition has extra pictures, more
badges, an extra section on principal infantry weapons and improved colour art. It
is yet another of those very high standard yet inexpensive works of reference that
firms such as Almark earn our gratitude by publishing. This is a concise basic guide
to the uniforms worn on active service in World War II by the men of the German Army,
Waffen-SS and Luftwaffe ground troops and is vital reading for all those fighting
wargames in the World War II period.

SOVIET COMBAT TANKS by Peter Chamberlain and Chris Ellis. (64 pages. Over 130
illustrations including scale drawings and four pages with colour drawings of camou
flage schemes. Hard cover edition £1.40: paper cover edition .01.).

These two writers need no introduction and the standard of their research and

writing is invariably of the highest quality - this book is no exception and is one
of which they should be justly proud. The tank battles that took place in Russia
from 1941 onwards were the greatest tank battles known and probably none greater will
ever be fou,;ht. Far too little is known about the vehicles involved in these battles,
so far as those of the Soviet forces are concerned. This book ably remedies that
omission and, like the preceding book is one that no self-respecting modern wargamer
should be without. At this price how can you go wrong?

00O00

Dr. Enrico Manfredi of Italy does not agree with S.J.Fanshaw, saying:-

"I regarded it as largely erroneous. My sailing experience gives the opinion
that beating is NOT the fastest sailing point. The most perfect sailing vessel is
the Bermudan rigged sloop or cutter (i.e. the America Cup yachts) yet even the high
ly efficient sails of these vessels drive them faster when reaching rather than in
any other sailing point; (see the speed polar diagrams in every sailing book or re
view). The square rigged three mast vessels of the 18OO were not as well fitted for
beating, so that a privateer schooner could easily.outsail the best square rigged
frigate beating to windward. I think it is fanciful to suppose a frigate as able to
"close" the wind at 45 or to sail at 10 knots with a wind of a mere 10 knots (to
say nothing about 14 knots!). Beating to windward requires a certain amount of zig
zagging or "tacking"; at each turn the vessel almost completely loses its speed as
the wind blows in front of it; moreover the large square riggers were often compelled
to "Jib" at each tack: an even more course-consuming turn.

I only agree with Mr. Fanshaw that sailing before the wind is not faster than
reaching; a realistic set of rules should therefore be as follows:-

When beating (wind at 60° from the bow) - mobility factor = 1
When the wind is at 90 (reaching) - " " = 2
When the wind is at 135° (broad re .ching) - " " = 3
When sailing before the wind - " " = 2 "
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Ken Bunger

(of Nebraska, U.S.A.)

,.a ^nCe ^erlnre fev; superlatives tin enot been used to describe your mara-
zine, Iwon't attempt to add any. Ican only soy that Iread and re-read.:.and Jf-
lZ ':eZeV'S °-°?y* • ^Pb-^is on individualism, the informal style, and frecuent
sug5estions ox now ideas are the Newsletter's best qualities. '

on wr-'me ?SurL°nJi be.critic&1 on a couPle of points. Iwould like more comments
rull« XJ\l G ! »,terrain and assessories. Also why not some more discussion on
new id!S °tt1 m°ch/nics of fcJ? Earae? These ^e the areas that to me stimulate
and uniform t I f experimenting that makes wargaming so fascinating. History
ana uniform research actually take up about 90;. of the time I devote to the hobby.
However, these areas are better covered in books and scholarly publications, than in
the limitea ana valuable space of your magazine. I realise you can only print what
articles you receive; and most readers are like myself, asking for more articles but
too busy to write any.

I am sort of a fanatic en the Seven Years War in general and 1rince Ferdinand of
orunswicK s campaigns in northern Germany in particular. I would recommend Savory's
His Bnttanic hajestie's Army in Germany During the Seven Years tar", an extremely

well written and fact-filled book, for anyone interested in this area.

F.y warganing opponent, Bill Protz, and I are compiling a small library on the
above subjects, however we do have many needs. We are trying to locate some out-of-
print books. Could any of your readers help? Do you know of any good book locators,
we both r.peak German.

•• i.-linden and the Seven Years War" by L. Knowles.
"Prinz ,k>ver Von Sachson Und Das Sachsische Korps Bei Der Frazosischen Armee" by

Otto Max Grosse.

"Die Legicn Britannicue" by C.A.Pentz v Schlictgroll.

If anyone could even tell me the publishers of these books, I would be happy.
ooOoo

"TRADITION" - An Appreciation

Each month, in 'LOOKING AROUND', I review numerous magazines, invariably the most
lavish and impressive of them is "TRADITION" so that it deserves more than the usual
cursory review. No. 49, the latest issue, has six full pages of glossy coloured
military plates, two by Charles Stadden and four with twelve reproductions "Uniforms
of the Napoleonic Campaigns", reproduced from an old German publication. These plates
cover the Prussian Army, the French Napoleonic Army Line Troops, the Austro-Hungarian
and Swedish Troops, Troops of the Confederation of the Rhine plus the First Empire.
There is an article with photographs and plans "The Indian Mountain Artillery 1849-
1939" by Major General 3.P.Hughes whose recent book on muzzle-loading artillery is a
classic. Then there are illustrated articles on Kitchener's Army of 1914; the War in
the Sudan 1882; the 71st Regiment of Foot in America in 1?8l; the 2nd Swiss Regiment
in the service of France 1308; the Hessen Darmstadt Artillery in Spain 1809; the
British Army of 1900 plus British and American uniforms of the War of Independence;
the 15th Hussars in the Peninsular War and Colonel H.C.B.Rogers (whose military books
are well known) writes on "Mercenary Soldiers". There are also book reviews, letters
and other features. The front cover picture is worth framing and the rear cover bears
coloured photographs of dioramas of Stadden figures. Moans have been heard about its
price of 17s.bd. per copy but the moaners should realise that this is not just a
magazine, it is a collectors item produced with considerable artistic merit, military
knowledge and an apparent disregard for cost. The world of model soldiers and
military collecting could go on without "TRADITION" but it would be a far less colour
ful and informed place.
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MORALE VERSUS MERIT

by

Lieut. Richard A. Shagrin (U.S. Army)

Your morale rules are not realistic. No matter who you are. If they were com
pletely realistic they would not be playable. So the question I want to ask is, "How
enjoyable are the results of applying your morale rules?" If, as a bonus, the system
I suggest seems more realistic, I am sure no bitter salt tears need be shed. If your
rules were not at least marginably playable you would not be using them. Perhaps you
believe you do not have any morale rules. If you don't your morale rule is, "All my
troops are supermen who fight to the death."

I would like to present an alternate, or at least supplementary system of what I
call MERIT instead of MORALE. Merit is the ability to perform. It is a more general
category than morale, which in most wargame systems is a dice throw to see if troops
have taken enough casualties to withdraw from the field. Merit can be increased or
reduced by generalship, previous performance, luck of the dice of course, and many
other factors which wargamers want to reflect in play that a count of dead bodies and
a-dice throw, even a dice throw modified by additions, subtractions, or complex tables,
cannot duplicate, or cannot duplicate as well. Merit also has tactical implications
that straight morale cannot take into account. Units "bloodied" in battle may in
crease their merit - I have never seen a morale system that takes this possibility
into account. Every casualty is a "dead" loss. Firefights and Melees can use the
comparison of the figure of merit of the combatants in sophisticated ways to influence
the chance of victory (and of merit loss, which is definitely not the same thing)
toward the- side with better troops, not merely the most bodies or bodies times combat
power.

The basic idea behind MFRIT belongs to Mike Frank of Visalia, California, and
his group of friends, including among others, Jack Scruby. For a complote set of
rules with his system of UNIT EFFICIENCY integrated into the play of the game, write
Mike care of Jack Scruby. I have changed and adapted his ideas to avoid copyright
and punch-in-the-mouth problems, and because I thought I could make them more general
and playable. Certainly you readers will find much to change and some to discard. My
purpose is to present a set of modules that can be adapted into your wargame or used
as a baisis for you to develop your own ideas.

A. A. JOHNSTON • mda^ <BJ»*&*«u
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

- we are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and s/hand
Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter* we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.31um. Illustrd. 40pps. p.free 3-6/8d
How To Go COLLECTING MOJCL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " 3o/8d
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd.

including colour " 26/-
HANDBvOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. New facsimile
reprint of the rare U.S.War Dept. Manual.7"x10'' hundreds of illus
trations inc. pages of colour p.freel39/6d.
HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945. New reprint and compan
ion to previous item. p.free l*39/6d
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof.illustd. in colour, p.f. 6/-
How to Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. p.free 43/6d
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo
R.K.Riehn. Illustd. Uniform colour guide. p.free 27/6d
TIN: FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform
colour guide, companion to previous item. p.free 14/Od

GERMAN aA.'ILL.'.-.Y 1914-1913 D..,ash. Prof. Illustd. inc. colour, Uniforms,
Equipment, etc. P.Free ^6/-d.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 RoDilley. Prof. Illustd.
inc. colour. P.Free 26/-d.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Carman.
11-J" x 8?;" 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several hundred
items of dress, P.Free 64/6d.

THESE AND MaNY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT
TITLES BY DON FEATHERSTONF. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"It was a surprise to open my December Newsletter and see my name in print, for
I did not write with the idea of it being published. But I must admit that I am
rather flattered that you thought it worth printing.

However, I would like to forestall the howls of derision that will be provoked
by the picture of 'Waterwitch'. Let me state that this is a faithful copy of a book
illustration, wnich is itself a reprint of a picture contemporary with the vessel.
The viewer is looking directly down wind, and she is coming towards him at about 45-...
lhe flags are (presumably) flapping vigorously left and right, and -artists licence''
has arrested them at the "right flap" so that they could be seen, of course, it is
3ust possible that the original artist was caught by the old howler.

My story is that I noticed this when doin<? the illustration, but as it was a
copy did not think it proper to make any alterations of my own (and I'm sticking to -

S.J.Fanshaw (S.Croydon).

00O00

"I must agree with your November No.105 Editorial. I am on very good terms with
the local ,:odel Shop - they are almost next door to my Bank - and over the last few
months 1 have met and assisted (I hope) quite a number of people of all ages who have
become interested in wargaming or model soldiers and who have been sent on to me bv
the proprietor of the shop."

John Nicholls (Purley, Surrey).

00O00

"Ky husbanu and I are both keen wargamers, I really cannot imagine our home life
without our "armies". And I do win occasionallyI Your books are always of Freat
help and interest to us, so I am sure your book 'Military Modelling' will be°no excep-
tion."

Janice Leniston (3.F.P.O. 15).

ooOco

"Thank you very much for such an excellent magazine. It seems almost to get
more enjoyable with every issue. I particularly enjoy the "make your own figures"
article which does provide some interesting conversions - long may it continue.

The Napoleonic Invasion of Britain also provides an interesting series - I have
used several of the ideas in a plan of my own for a Napoleonic campaign. Perhaps it
would be possible to include more articles on Ancient or Mediaeval period warfare -
or, perhaps you haven't received any suitable for publication.

In conclusion, thank you again for your magazine, I have actually enjoyed writing
out the cheque to renew my subscription!"

D. Austin (Kidderminster).

00O00

"I noted a while back that another subscriber in the U.S.A. commented upon how
long mail service took, ky experience with the October issue - you mailed on 29th
September, I received today 17th November. So it took 50 days."

Monte Eelazny (Florida, U.S.A.).

00O00

"It's a pity, with all the petty differences in philosophy, that we do not have
a better representation of wargamers here in America such as the many groups you seem
to have in -nrjland. We do have a somewhat unified group, albeit small, that is making
a gallant effort to play regularly. Particularly since we recently received that
eight various periods of wargames rules from you. lie do enjoy all periods of wargam
ing. At any rate, I look forward to getting your magazine stating with December."

Carl Kish (New Jersey, U.S..'..).
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LOOKING AROTJND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - January 1971. In addition to all its usual interesting features
includes, of particular interest to wargamers, illustrated articles on Modelling the
Anglo-Dutch Infantry of the Napoleonic Wars; a conversion of the Pzkpfw III; conver
sions in 54mm scale; A German Army 75mm Howitzer and Light Field Cart from an Airfix
Civil War gun.

AMERICAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED - November 1970. Has a nice coloured front cover of
Braddock's Defeat to accompany a fine article on the subject by no less than George
Washington! Also contains an interesting article about an American attack on Buna,
New Guinea in 1942.

THE BULLETIN (Magazine of the British Model Soldier Society) - December 1970. Con
tains reviews of the latest model soldiers, books, magazines, prints, letters, etc.,
plus articles on Parisian shops selling soldiers; scale of figures; uniforms etc.

CIVIL WAa TIMES ILLUSTRATED - November 1970. Given a period charm by its multitude
of contemporary woodcut illustrations, contains articles on the Battle of kesaca plus
other articles and features concerning the American Civil War.

THE COURIER (Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association) - Contains an inter
esting article by Jack Scruby on the "Liberal Move" in wargames; Hedges in i/argaming;
a report on a Naval Battle "Java Sea - 1970"; Rules for Ancient Wargames; Composition
of Special Ancient Wargames Armies; Rules for Wargaming arising from Tolkien's famous
books "Lord of the Rings"; French Uniforms of the 7 Years War; making redoubts; re
creation of the Battle of Fuentes de Onoro plus other features.

D-3LIM (Official monthly journal of the Military Strategy Confederation) - Numbers 6
and 7. An American publication that frequently contains most interesting and useful
articles. In number 6 can be found features on the Armoured Cruisers at the Battle
of Jutland; the Weapons of Waterloo; Post -.,'orld War II Russian Fighter Aircraft; Rules
for Naval tfargaaing, whilst in Number 7 is a Campaign Analysis of the Seven Weeks War;
a battle report of a Zulu War action; report of a wargame - The Second Battle of Dull
Run; plus a number of features on board wargaming.

DISPATCH - Magazine of the Scottish Military Collectors Society No.53. In addition
to all its usual most informative features about figures, plates, prints, etc., also
contains articles on displaying ones collection; plus black-and-white plates and uni
form details.

MILITARY iODBLLING - January 1971. This is the first of the much publicised magazine
exclusively dealing with the hobby of military modelling and collecting. The first
general impression was of slight disappointment as it seemed to be "SCALE MODELS"
magazine under a different name but that is an unfair viewpoint because, although
much of its material began as articles in "Scale Models" they are all actively con
nected with military modelling. Contains well illustrated articles on the film
"Waterloo"; Historex soldier construction; modelling the Tiger tank; plus articles on
battleships and aircraft plus reviews of plastic kits, figures, recent functions con
nected with the hobby and a host of very useful advertisements from all the best known
names connected with the hobby.

MODEL BOATS - January 1971. Features an article with plans about the Italian Cruisers
'Trento' and 'Luigi Cadorna'.

SCALE MODELS - January 1971. Seems to slightly overlap "Military Modelling" in that
it still contains numerous articles dealing with plastic kits of model aircraft, tanks
etc., plus articles mainly about model aircraft.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - December 1970. Has an interesting article on the best ten military
marches together with many other well illustrated articles on military subjects nlus
reviews of records, military models, books, etc.

STRATEGY AND TaCTICS - September-October 1970. This very erudite and comprehensive
American magazine continues its high standard of presentation and contributions, albe
it (and not unnaturally) American style. It contains an interesting analysis of the

CONTINUED ON P,tGE 17.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

Post .go is now so expensive that the Juitor regrets he will only answer letters
enclosing a stumped addressed envelope. Overseas correspondents please send Inter
national .<eply Coupon.

00O00

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in disnatch, no
responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

ooOoo

-argarier's Newsletters can be purchased mon'tnly by sendinr I3np on the first day
ox eacn month. .

ooOoo

"Handbook for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half price to News
letter subscribers - .on? (jid) including postage and packing. Also a few author-
signed and pcrs^n^ily inscribed new copios of "All For a Shilling a Day!" at o5rp
(#1.59) mcluuina pOota,;e and packing. (originally 3O3. -d. new).

00O00

Subscribers are requested t.o note that every care is taken to ensure that their
newsletters are corroctly addresseu and safely dispatched. That bein-^ the case, it
13 regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
covies must bo char-ed for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period.

00O00

iNi-OiT-w.r- :''. .•!;•: to ov.,r-;e j gjfBscgiBsgs
Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 2s.Sd.

(.50 cents) on EACH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for .tfargamer's
Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling
cheques must ADD 50 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts, International
Money urdero or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional
handling-charge.

W •: NAY EOT MAKE THE FINEST WAR GAME SOLDIERS IN THE WORLD

BUT .-. LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THA, WE 00!

.-rite us today for a special L'ulletin we have prepared for British war-
ganiers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war game
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldien

SCRUBY MINIATURES!

awaiting you at



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Donald Featherstone - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - Battles with model soldiers. (Reprinting - ready early 1971).

"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea Battles with model ships. £1.50 (#4.75).

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.50 (#4.75).

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host
of new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40 (#5.25).

"WAR.GAMS CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who
is seeking larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the
relative beginner. .01.90 (#4.75).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS". An essential reference book

giving details of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books,
records, dioramas, etc., etc. Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter
subscribers - 85np. (#2.00).

"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh
War 1845-6. Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at
65np. (#1.50).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that
introduces the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the ex
perienced wargamer will find interest and value in its pages. Well
illustrated with drawings and photographs. (Published by David and
Charles). 02.90 (#7.00).

"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding
and casting model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and
buildings; on soldering, gluing and painting; making dioramas and dis
play cabinets. There is an extensive section dealing with the con
version of Airfix and Historex plastic figures. (Published by Kaye
and Ward). .02.05 (#5.00).

"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a
facsimile reproduction of the first edition. In this book H.G.Wells
brought his considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of
simple but effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of
shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of
playing wargames. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85 (#4.50).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1393-19*18" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated
reference Guide for Collectors. £1.50 (#4.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargamos (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.
2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)
by Donald Featherstone.

7 Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars,etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20np each (50c.) or the set of 3 for £1.25 (#3.00) including postage.
"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - 55np (#1.50). Illustrated booklet describing how
to construct realistic battlefields. Reprinting - ready early 1971.

These publications can be obt lined by sending cash with order to
WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents
handling-charge added to them.



Left: Suffolk. Bottom Right: Schatnhorst. Top Right: Ark Royal.

x* Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

t>7

It's the little things-like the helicopters, operating
stern ramp and Landing Craft-that really makes the model!

And that's why Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.
Every model is accurate to the smallestdetail-a perfect

replica ofthe real thing!Thereare nineteendifferentseries, each
made to a constant scale. Over300 kits, at prices

from 2/11 to 23/6. Atall good hobby shops and F.W. Woolworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Askfor the catalogue.

PLANES I
Over 150 to choose
from. Including
aircraltlromboth
World Wars, moder;
lets and airliners.

ARMOURED
VEHICLES!
Tanks. Irucksand
missiles, all in
'00/MO' scale, lor
use Willi Airfix
figures.

FIGURES!
Over 35 different selsol
'00/HO'scale lisures
-historical, military

,4*>

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

STOP PRESS
The Jumbo Jet takes olf
Here it is. the giant
new Boeing 747.
designed to ,, *
carry more

passengers than
any previous airl
The superb Airfix model-
complete with mulli-whee
undercarriage-is 19'long

News, articles, conversions lor modelling enthu
every month in AIRFIX MAGAZINE. 2/6 Irom yoi
model shop or newsagent.


